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The Specials Project
Artist Neil Armstrong and pharmaceuticals company Specials Clinical
Manufacturing talk about working towards a special commission in the
latest of our collaborative relationships series.
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At its Northumberland headquarters, pharmaceuticals company Specials
Clinical Manufacturing commissioned Neil Armstrong to develop an
installation that could be on permanent show. The brief was to illustrate
through video how the company works and its ethos.

“We are heavily committed to supporting the local artists from Musa,
especially when we can enjoy tailor-made impressionistic installations from
very talented artists such as Neil.”

Neil’s commission came through the company’s managing director Fiona
Cruickshank, who is non-executive chairman of Musa Fine Art Ltd. In a bid
to make the company’s headquarters and labs a more inspiring place to
work and do business, a series of artworks have been installed since 2004.

This project has been both a great opportunity, and a sobering education in
the practicalities of making ‘real world’ art. Reviewing my blog on www.a-n.
co.uk/artists_talking I am reminded of how consuming the process was,
being that I am always in a position of juggling commercial work to pay the
bigger bills, with my artistic practice. Of particular importance to me (and
I had to keep checking and double-checking myself in this respect) was that
I had a clear vision of my conceptual approach, and that I respond to the
experience rather than preconceive it:

Neil spent six months filming snapshots of life at the company, which
included interviews, audio and concentration on technical aspects of work.
After an additional three months of editing and artistic direction, his work
was complete and comprised one controlling piece of footage lasting
approximately eight minutes, and seven supporting pieces.
A tower was erected in the company’s Stockfield office and television
screens and audio equipment set within it. The tower now stands in a central
location in the office for maximum impact, and feedback from clients and
internally has been overwhelming positive with one member of staff even
saying it “perfectly sums up Specials”.
Commenting on the installation, Brian Dougherty, chairman of Specials
Clinical Manufacturing, said: “Since inception of the company we have tried
particularly hard to break the traditional archetype of a pharmaceutical
company. Throughout our buildings the injection of colour and comfort in
addition to our anti-corporate approach to management, means that year on
year we have enjoyed excellent growth and staff retention.
“Working with artists like Neil has also been critical to support this approach
and we feel art is not only exciting and thought-provoking to have in a work
environment, but it also provides our clients and visitors with an unusual
talking point that we find very refreshing.
“Neil’s installation has proved very popular with the team at Specials,
particularly as it is so interactive. While the filming was being undertaken a
huge buzz was generated across all our sites and the unveiling of the show
came with great excitement and anticipation.
“All of our clients that come through the door want to know the story behind
the tower and watch the footage and they have all been very impressed with
how well it depicts the work we do and our company ethos.
“We have also found after technical meetings or mental blocks, this insertion
of creativity is much appreciated.
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Specials Clinical Manufacturing

“What I see when I visit the world of Specials Lab is often what may be
described as a ‘minimal’ landscape. People work to tight time-scales. Jobs
are often repetitive. There is often the sound of air con and little else,
somewhat like the seashore beckoning in the background. Everything is
super clean. And then it gets cleaned again. There are rituals of dress and
undress required in order to enter certain sections of the labs. Work is
checked and double checked, and then signed off so it can be checked
again in another form. Attention to detail in all things. Everything recorded,
except wandering thoughts perhaps.
“Now, on the surface, this makes for a less than visually stimulating visual
scenario. In terms of job satisfaction, one could be forgiven for concluding
that some of the work must be mind numbingly boring. Sexy it ain’t …
Yet I am struck by the commitment of all those involved.
“They are, for the most part, a quiet, considered (but playful) lot – and what
they are doing is important. If they make a mistake – if they don’t give it
their all, then the consequences could be severe. They are only human.
They do make mistakes, but the system is there to back them up…”
(taken from 4 December 2007, The Specials Project, Artists talking).
Generally speaking the people at Specials were incredibly helpful beyond
what I might have expected. It took me much longer to get gowned up than
my more experienced helpers, and if I left something outside the lab by
mistake (which I occasionally did) I never failed to find an enthusiastic
volunteer to retrieve said item. That being the case, it was easy for me to
fade into the background (my preferred position) and observe, without too
much self-awareness from the staff. I do realise that there was the odd
comment along the lines of “that guy was sticking his camera right over my
shoulder”… but most people were too polite to mention it at the time!
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1 Neil Armstrong, Repetition (from The Specials Project).
2 Neil Armstrong, secret performance for a busy office
(from The Specials Project).
3 Neil Armstrong, Specials tower in situ.

PROFILES
Neil Armstrong’s work often takes the form of large
print, high resolution photo pieces, either for single
hanging or as part of an installation; however he is
increasingly drawn to his previous involvement with
the moving image.

Once the tower was installed at head office, I was expectant of what might
happen. Naturally I was somewhat nervous of in-house reaction – being
that the piece involves recording employees in a very familiar environment.
Would they be bemused, or perhaps offer up the usual ‘Oh I hate seeing
myself on camera’ cliché.

He was an early adopter of open reel black and white
video production in the mid 1970s, with occasional
residencies at broadcast TV stations and educational
departments, notably eighteen months at Brighton
Polytechnic as the Arts Council’s Video Artist-inresidence. During the 1980s he exhibited, performed
and toured his work extensively around the world and,
amongst many others, was shown in the ICA, Tate, Air
and Serpentine galleries in the UK, and in many
international festivals globally including ‘Britain Salutes
New York’.

In fact, what was interesting was that the people in head office often didn’t
get to see the side of factory production that I had been privy to, and I was
particularly encouraged by a comment that it “summed up exactly what
Specials are about”.

Much of his work in the 1990s was commercial,
working with computer graphics and 3D animation.
He received an RTS award for television graphics in
1996 and was a winner of the Fuji professional
distinctions photography awards in 2004.

“Do I see their bigger picture? I dunno if it’s bigger, but it’s certainly
different and multifaceted – and the picture I see is not one that they see
themselves I think – and that’s the point.

Neil Armstrong currently lives and works in Newcastle
upon Tyne, where he runs a new media company. His
work is in a number of corporate collections.

“When asked what I’m doing, and what it will look like, my explanation is
both purposely vague and obscure, whilst hopefully being enigmatic and
intriguing. I don’t think anyone else could make the work that I am making
for them and, if nothing else, it will add another dimension to their
perception of their workplace and quite possibly what ‘art’ might be.”
(taken from 4 December 2007, The Specials Project, Artists talking).
That being said, I expected more feedback than I have received so far.
I would have promoted the work more myself, but was told to leave that
initially to Specials. It is after all their piece now, made for me, but made
for them too, and I’m unsure how interested they are in its exposure
outside of their own organisation. I certainly hope all those involved get
to see it in situ.
My agenda is ongoing of course, in that I would hope there are other
enlightened organisations out there who might consider a similar
commission, so it’s important to me that the work gets seen by as many
people as possible.
Another possibility is that I make a gallery-specific version. Specials are
quite happy for me to use and re-use this material in another form with no
strings attached – I took that as a mutual nod of integrity.
“…I didn’t want to have a fixed plan on going in there. I wanted it to grow.
I want the piece to inform itself, with me as the cultural chemist” (taken
from 23 October 2007, The Specials Project, Artists talking).
Neil Armstrong
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Specials Clinical Manufacturing is a Prudhoebased company providing a wide range of smallmedium scale manufacturing, development and
packaging services for its clients’ clinical trial and
commercial needs.
Operating as a centre for excellence, it works within
the pharmaceutical, bio and healthcare sectors. Its
specialisms include sterile and non-sterile
manufacturing, aseptic processing, radiopharma,
biologicals, cytotoxics and clinical packaging services.
It also offers technical consultancy and a range of
analytical and microbiology services.
Utilising years of in-depth experience, Specials Clinical
Manufacturing imaginatively designed and constructed
its UK-based facility. The result was a state-of-the art
purpose built site, ergonomically designed with quality
and flexibility in mind.
The company has built a reputation for offering
an excellent manufacturing capability and extremely
efficient operating systems that deliver outstanding
quality. Combined with its uncompromisingly
professional attitude and uniquely flexible
approach to meet deadlines, Specials Clinical
Manufacturing endeavours to provide the solution
to its clients’ conundrums.
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